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FAMILY TREE

Download the iBook
in iTunes or visit www.
theflexiblepersona.com to
listen to “Family Tree” read
by
Emma Harper.

by EMMA HARPER

I

t was 2009 so one really couldn’t be picky when
it came to most things.

Lauren’s first job interview was
with a man who went by Hamlet
and carried a small, thin barber’s comb and a different news
clipping from the same November 18th, 1984 New York Times
in his right front pocket every
day. Hamlet was the founder
and CEO of a tech start-up that
sought to create the first flying bicycle by 2016—a vehicle
that Hamlet felt “inspired, nay,
obliged, nay, compelled,” to create, he told Lauren, after having
worked down in Palo Alto for
three months and deciding that
the commute would have been
much better had he felt the wind
beneath him as he soared over
I-280. Lauren didn’t get the job,
presumably because she had
never flown a plane, was iffy on
a bicycle, and could not for the
life of her explain what had happened on November 18th, 1984
even despite thorough research
later on.
Sometime around dinner her
mom called to ask how the
interview went. After the “Hello” (“Hi”) and “How are you”

(“Good, how are you”) and
“What’s for dinner at your
house” (“Spaghetti”; “Dumplings”) her dad picked up the
receiver in the living room and
said, “Lauren, it’s your father.
I’m on the receiver in the living
room. I take it that your first
interview didn’t go well. Make
sure that at your next interview
you show them your true Parker
colors. You’ll do great I’m sure.
Must go. Dumplings.” Click.
Lauren’s mom cupped the
phone with her palm and Lauren heard the muted “BRIAN!”
that had been shouted into her
parents’ living room. Her mother
followed with a more deliberate,
into-the-microphone, “Don’t
worry about your father, Lauren.
You’ll find something.” Lauren
thanked her, as Parkers do.
Her second job interview was
with a man named Sean at a
company called EventPro. From
the website Lauren gathered
that it was a “catering-and-party-planner-in-one” that called
itself a start-up but appeared to

be a small, family-owned business in its first operational year.
(Much later and a bit incidentally
she tried to look up the difference between a start-up and a
new company but couldn’t figure
that out, either.)
During her first and only interview with Sean he outlined the
company personnel on a photo-collaged family tree.
“These are the top branches,
Ms. Parker. Here you have
the CEO and the COO. I’m of
course the COO and that is Leslie, the CEO. As you’ll know, she
is my sister. You wouldn’t see
her very often since she mostly
keeps to herself. Always has.
Used to play with those Ouija
boards. Not so anymore, but,
well, I’m sure you understand.”

There was a brief pause, and
Lauren knew she was supposed
to ask leading questions that
could prove she had done her
due diligence at Internet sleuthing before she arrived. She
racked her brain. She heard a
dog bark — a distant, muted,
bark, but definitively a bark
nonetheless — and she wondered if someone had shut it in
a small closet. She knew she
shouldn’t ask about that. She focused in on the tree. The candid
headshots of each family member and general cut-and-paste
construction of the thing resembled to a suspicious degree a
second grader’s end-of-year
pinnacle project, but she decided that she shouldn’t ask about
that, either. She sat hands-inlap patiently waiting for Sean to
continue, awkward silence be
damned.

Lauren nodded and squirmed in
her seat. The leather squealed
and she froze in discomfort. Ignoring or oblivious, Sean continued talking as Lauren searched
for her composure.

“So, moving on, Jeanie was
the COO before me, but her
unfortunate divorce with Josh
caused the Board to demote
her. Now she’s on the Marketing
side of things. Often comes in
late. Shame how that played
out. Anyway, Josh has been
replaced by June, whom you’d
see around here quite a bit if
we’re, you know, aligned. Of
course you probably wouldn’t
want to mention Josh’s name,
but I’m sure that goes without
saying.”

“Then there’s my brother, Robert, in IT, of course, and my
other sister, Jeanie. As it would
turn out, Robert actually is quite

Josh’s photograph had been
crossed out, and when Lauren
looked closely she saw that
someone had drawn the Devil’s

horns on him. She pretended
not to notice and just smiled at
Sean, nodding empathically as
if to say, yes, of course those
things happen; sometimes
people get divorced and then
you draw antagonizing cartoons
on their faces and then they get
fired. C’est la vie, mon frere.
She hoped it had been the work
of a child. Then she hoped it
hadn’t.
As Sean squinted and pointed
and spoke in a mostly disparaging way about the members
of his family, Lauren’s attention
dwindled and she grew more
worried about the dog. She
scanned the room for a clock.
Where’s the clock? Aren’t all
businesses supposed to have
an oversized clock on the wall,
visible from all cubes, maybe
a work of modern art with just
hands, no numbers? No clock.
Instead, she caught eyes with
a face on a computer screen in
the corner of the room. A quick
cross-reference to the tree told
her it was Sean’s sister-in-law,
Aunt Sally. Lauren couldn’t
remember the woman’s title or
her purpose within the company, but was able to determine by
the concentrated expression on
her face that she had Skyped
in to observe the interview.
Aunt Sally hadn’t asked any
questions or participated in the
conversation, so Lauren wasn’t
sure if she was supposed to
acknowledge her presence or if
it was meant to be a secret that
she was even there. She decided to feign ignorance and focus
her attention back on Sean, as
he continued to describe the

hierarchy among his siblings
and cousins using the tree, a
few off-the-cuff sketches, and
the occasional role-play. The
dog barked again and Lauren
couldn’t help but notice out of
the corner of her eye that Aunt
Sally whipped around from
where she had been hunched
over staring into the camera’s
eye, and appeared to be scolding something. Lauren breathed
a sight of relief that it was probably her dog.
At the end of the interview,
Sean presented Lauren with a
post-it note that had a sketch
of Leslie’s face on it, which he
called a souvenir, and a mediocre offer that would be enough
to cover rent and a few trips
back home. Lauren said she’d
have to think about it alongside
her other offers, of which there
were approximately none, and
on her way home she was so
flustered she merged directly
into the rear passenger-side
door of a Chevy Tahoe on the
101. No one was hurt physically.
And the next day, determined
not to be just another lazy member of the freeloading generation she kept reading about, and
despite her best judgment, she
called Sean and accepted the
job. She began therapy within
the same fiscal year.
Lauren’s first day at the office was exciting. She woke
up an hour before her alarm,
drank two cups of coffee, and
changed outfits more than four
times before deciding to wear
the first thing she had put on.
Even in traffic she arrived at
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the office twenty minutes early,
so she drove around the block
several times in order to appear
appropriately eager, rather than
overly so. Mid-morning, as Robert was setting up her computer,
Sean came by her desk and
presented her with her very own
fern.
“Lauren, welcome. I trust Robert is getting you set up.” He
paused and looked down at
Robert, who was competently
and confidently setting up Lauren’s email account. “Let June
know if you need anything at
all, Lauren. And Robert, let me
know if you’ll need me to call a
real IT person to help.”
Sean winked cruelly. Lauren
nodded and stared down at her
shoes. She was glad she decided on blue.
“Oh, Lauren, I almost forgot that
I have your first account here.
Normally I’ll email this information to you, but since Robert
hasn’t finished setting up your
account, well, here you go.”
He handed her a printout of an
email. “It’s a beekeeper-themed
party for a child, Lauren.
Uniquely, you’ll be on-site for
this one. For now, you’ll just
record the basic information:
party theme, known allergies,
special requests. Utilize our list
of appropriate vendors. Don’t
want you re-inventing the wheel
here. Oh, but you may want to
get certified in CPR.”
Lauren took the paper from him
and started reading it.

“Just kidding,” Sean said.
Lauren looked up. Sean was
shaking his head. She didn’t
know what it meant. Was he not
kidding; it’s impossible to know.
His phone started vibrating in
his pocket.
“And Lauren,” Sean said as he
reached to answer it, “I hope
you still have that portrait of
Leslie I drew for you. It’s probably the most you’ll see of her.”
And at that, he left.
Lauren stared at the email,
reading and re-reading it. Her
first assignment. The paper
shook in her trembling hands,
making that awful shaking paper noise that annoyed her so
much, the one that sounded like
somebody trying to drill into a
metal sheet with a wine opener.
She imagined disaster scenarios like what if I really do need to
know CPR before spinning off
into less likely mishaps (with admittedly much lower stakes) that
could happen at other parties.
Like bringing goats to a roller
derby party and shin guards to
a petting zoo party and how it
would all be her fault now forever. Shake, shake, shake.

birthday party. “Sure, can’t be
too hard,” Lauren said as she
used her one arm to keep her
other arm still.
In between nightmare fantasies,
Lauren spent her first days at
EventPro watching the others
go about their day-to-days. The
building was open in its layout
but isolated in most other ways.
At lunchtime, a few segregated
clusters of second cousins ate
together, but mostly people kept
to themselves. Lauren was reminded that people were related
only when they had no patience
or seemed too comfortable with
one another. For the most part,
they arrived, tried to conceive of
work to do, and left.

She attended her first company-wide meeting after just
four days. Everyone attended,
except for Leslie, who was MIA,
and Aunt Sally, who Skyped
in. In perhaps an effort not to
make Lauren feel singled out,
Sean announced to “all the
new hires” that the two-hour
meetings would continue to be
weekly events. He spoke mostly in a set of recently learned,
disjointed phrases, words like
“integrative marketing” and
“springboard” and “best practic“Don’t worry, Lauren,” Robert
es within various media outlets.”
said, “you’ll figure it out. Deep
Aunt Sally’s dog barked continbreaths.”
uously, and she scolded it in a
very quite whisper-yell, a SHHPeople would be sitting around
HHH!!!! which the bad internet
at Thanksgivings years from
connection made sound like the
now, she thought, cackling at
slow flooding of a basement.
the mere thought of the time the The stress of the terms and the
goat appeared, unbeknownst
barking dog caused Lauren to
to anyone, and it made Johnny
experience an anxiety blackout,
miss the winning goal at his own and she absorbed nothing of

Sean’s speech. As the meeting
adjourned, she locked eyes
with a man named Samuel, who
glared at her.

Lauren dropped 50 cents into
the jar with great exaggeration.
“Good morning, Samuel. Yes.
Yes, I do.”

She knew that Samuel was
many people’s cousin and also
the PR manager, but what with
the company not yet having any
positive or negative publicity,
he took up several pet projects
around the office, most of them
in the mass-email realm. He
sent out several typo-ridden
emails that Lauren would grow
accustomed to receiving daily,
“Announsments” mostly consisting of upcoming birthdays
and fire drills. He spent the rest
of his time working on a mysterious statistical analysis in the
kitchen, and so spent most of
his time there. He often clutched
a bag of Chex mix and a legal
pad that said “The Kitchen Project” at the top. He met biweekly with Sean. Lauren had her
suspicions.

“Would you like to have coffee
with me sometime? I’ll pay, as
is customary on dates, of which
this would be one.”

Given the lack of events that
went on in the kitchen generally,
Lauren assumed that Samuel
was the designated family bean
counter, a crusader of an odd
breed sent to ensure that everyone paid their 50 cents before
taking a cup of coffee. So she’d
make eye contact with Samuel
whenever she dropped in her
quarters and poured the burnt
brew as if to say See, I am not
stealing.
After a few weeks, Samuel approached her as she was pouring coffee.
“Do you like coffee?” he said.

Afraid of getting fired, Lauren
said yes, and then she promptly
scurried back to her desk with
the intention of hiding out for
days.
But Samuel’s conscience
caught up with him and he
realized the tremendous conflict
of interest that could compromise the integrity of The Kitchen
Project, so he broke off the date
with her via email a few hours
later:
Laurn,
I’m afraid there is a conflict of
interest that has arisen with
regards to our upcoming date.
If we become intimate, it would
compromise the integrity of my
ongoing project in the kitchen,
which is of the utmost importance to the company.
Cordially,
Samuel P. Livingston
Public Relations
Manager
EventPro
“The only thing you’ll
have to bring is a smile”

She was saddened to be pleasantly surprised that the email
was sent only to her rather than
as a postscript on the “TGIF”
spam that had gone out five
minutes earlier. And to her
surprise, the only typo in the
email was her name. Laurn, she
thought. Laurn. Laurn. She liked
the curve of the vowel.
It was in fact the case, though
Lauren would not learn it for a
while, that Samuel had been
collecting data on who removed
what utensil from the utensil
drawer. This was in order to get
to the bottom of all of the missing forks, an issue Sean had
mentioned in passing once near
the water cooler.
Lauren met with June to discuss the finances twice weekly,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 11. As Sean had mentioned
briefly at their interview, June
was the financial accountant.
The CFO, whom it turned out
had been Josh, had left the
company around the same time
that he divorced Jeanie. His
replacement took his office, his
and his assistant’s tasks, and
a third of his pay. Her title was
“Accountant,” and she seemed
never to go home, unless she
had a fort with a sleeping bag
underneath her desk, which
was possible. Lauren had seen
those types of forts in a Land of
Nod catalog once. June bought
Butterfinger bars from the vending machine daily and she ran
from place to place. As such,
she was often heard clomping
and unwrapping.

Lauren was sitting at her
desk sifting through Samuels’
“TGIF” email when she heard
the clomp, clomp, clomp of
June followed by the inevitable
crunching of the Butterfinger.
Then an email popped up: “Hi
Miss Lauren, come to my office
please in 5 mins? :) J.” It was of
course June, who sent reminder
emails twice weekly, on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10:55.
For her first few weeks Lauren
thought they were automated,
but she realized that sometimes
the emoticon changed or June
would write out her full name.
Lauren wondered if she had an
internal alarm system, and if so,
could she get one, too.
The two sat at June’s desk looking at charts that she had printed from the previous week’s
Olympics party. “Lauren, here
are the numbers before us. Two
times over-budget. Because two
times cookies.” Lauren had a
difficult time understanding her.
“I think that what happened was
a miscommunication over the
catering specifics. Namely, the
no-peanut peanut butter cookies that were requested by the
hostess had to be made on-thefly, because the caterers sent
peanut butter cookies, and the
birthday boy had a nut allergy.”
Jean nodded, then shook her
head, then nodded. She was
impossible to read. Lauren
grew anxious, especially at the
thought that June could see
the anxiety in the tightness
of her lips and the rustling of
her papers and the deliberate,

concentrated stare she held at
a tiny piece of dirt on the wall.
June continued to nod-shake.
The “miscommunication” was
of course Lauren’s fault. She
had been organizing her paper
clips during the final call with the
caterers and the no-peanut peanut butter cookies hadn’t made
sense to her in the first place,
so they didn’t stand a chance in
her brain against more important facts like song lyrics and
train schedules and that damn
near impossible-to-plan beekeeper party and the fact that
she still didn’t know if the CPR
comment was a joke. In fact,
the entire idea of accommodating an allergy like that left her
enraged. She could have even
blocked it out, she thought. Out
of spite.
“Well, Miss Lauren, I suppose
these things happen. Don’t worry. I know bees have been the
stress of the project.” Lauren
could tell that June, while understanding, still seemed disappointed. Lauren nodded. June
nodded back again. Lauren took
the cue to leave and dismissed
herself.
When she left June’s office she
walked into the kitchen to pour
herself a cup of coffee. She
waved a hello to Samuel as she
dropped 50 cents into the jar. As
she sipped it, she glared at him.
She decided she didn’t want to
have to face him again at lunchtime, so she took her salad out
of the fridge and a fork out of
the drawer. Samuel, noticing her
fork handling, glared back and

scribbled on his legal pad.
The next morning, Lauren
headed in to work early so that
she could finish up the final catering logistics of the beekeeper
party.
As she was driving down the
101 it started to rain, but she
was tired enough that it didn’t
seem awful. Her mind trailed
away from Steve Inskeep’s
impassioned commentary on
water purification toward the
details that would need sorting out that day, the ones she
had put off to the last minute
because they seemed impossible: like how to rent 25 childsized beekeeper suits for the
attendees, and what should be
included on the liability waiver.
But she didn’t feel anxious yet.
In her car, she was in control.
She wondered if she’d rent a
suit herself, or if she’d just risk
the stings. The thought of taking a risk with the bees kind of
excited her. She’d only been
stung once before, on the first
day of fifth grade, right on her
forehead. At the time she barely
noticed, she even thought it was
a mosquito. Then her teacher
said, “Time to get you to the
nurse,” and she wailed and
sobbed for hours until finally her
babysitter arrived. Yes, Lauren thought. Maybe it’s time to
get stung again. She shivered,
excited, but not in the way she
was familiar with, the way that
made her want to vomit; just in
the way that she was looking
forward to something.
Lauren was barely conscious at

watching her, said, “I think you
should see a therapist.”

work. At her 11 o’clock meeting,
she sat in June’s office to discuss the party.
“How is the planning coming
along, Miss Lauren? Under-budget I hope?” June asked.
Lauren took a slow sip of her
coffee and nodded. She knew
that a quick sip was a smoke
signal for neurosis. Parkers
aren’t neurotic.
“I’ve been thinking. I decided
to learn CPR, but I’m going
to forgo the suit for myself.”
Lauren’s words were calm and
her eyes were beady, rounder
somehow. She had come to the
firm decision sometime between
8 and 11 that morning that she
didn’t care what happened, that
since she had only been stung
once, it was time to figure out if
she was allergic, and that Sean
wouldn’t care anyway because
he thinks she’s stealing all the
coffee without paying but I am
paying.

June looked at her like she was
a foreign object.
Lauren said, cutting to the
chase, “I guess the good news
is that I know there’s a fear of
death in there somewhere, or
else I wouldn’t notice that it’s
gone, you know? June, you
know?”
June opened her drawer and
pulled out a Butterfinger. Talk of
anything but finances made her
deeply uncomfortable. “Eaten
yet, Miss Lauren?” June asked,
as if it were normal to have
one’s fear of death be something that comes and goes like
moon cycles. Lauren shook her
head in silent agreement that
they’d change the subject. The
toffee stuck to her molars like
glue.
For the weeks leading up to the
birthday party, Lauren tested
every limit. She arrived five minutes late to a company meeting
and left early. At her desk, she

did nothing but read about bees
and children. (By her math,
she determined that there was
a 91% chance of at least one
child getting stung by a bee
at this party, and, among children generally, a 35% chance
of someone having an allergic
reaction and needing an EPIpen or worse.) She bought all
of the Butterfingers out of the
vending machine and hid them
in her drawer even though she
knew she’d never eat them. She
began provoking Samuel once
she caught on that it was the
forks he was watching, and she
started taking three or four at
a time and then returning them
all to the drawer just before
leaving the office. She started
taking money out of the coffee
jar, just in case she was wrong
about the forks. And then, two
days before the party, as Lauren walked by the Skype camera with a fistful of forks and
five butterfingers, Aunt Sally
(of all people) in her first direct
words to Lauren after months of

Therapy didn’t help. Lauren
continued: more forks, more
quarters, more candy. She was
riding the high. The day of the
beekeeping birthday party arrived and Lauren donned street
clothes without protection. She
even got stung, right on her left
quad, but much to her dismay
she didn’t have any sort of allergic reaction. In fact the entire
party was anticlimactic and nobody got stung besides her. The
next day she told Sean, who
laughed and patted her on the
top of the head and said, “Kids
these days.” He actually said,
“Kids these days.” She walked
into his office an hour later and
told him that she was quitting,
effective immediately.
Sean said he was very disappointed and thought that she
and the company could have
developed a very mutually
beneficial relationship had they
more time together, since things
were really about to take off for
EventPro. (They weren’t.) June
had been eavesdropping on
the conversation from down the
hall and sent Lauren an email
that contained mostly just emoticons. Aunt Sally told Robert,
who wished her all the best in
her endeavors, poor Robert.
Jeanie walked into Lauren’s
office for the very first time and,
saying nothing, handed Lauren
a flask, which she was very
disappointed to discover was
filled with coconut rum. Samuel
sent an email cc’ing the company saying how sorry he was

to hear that she was leaving
and how he wished he hadn’t
canceled their date, because
maybe they would have really
become something special.
Leslie, whom Lauren decided
likely didn’t exist, said nothing at
all. On her way out, Lauren took
all of the remaining forks and
shoved them in her bag.
On her way home she decided
to take Route 1 back to San
Francisco. Her bee sting still
hurt a little, and she had adopted the habit of pressing it just
to make sure the pain still irked
her. Her car hugged the curves.
The rocky mountainside framed
her right side so closely that if
someone had been sitting there,
they’d be able to reach out from
the passenger side and touch
the rough. The ocean, miles
below, was so close on her left
that she could taste the salt.
She imagined driving off the
cliff, speeding straight ahead
instead of guiding the steering
wheel so carefully, tumbling
down and banging against the
sharp edges of rocks before
finally splashing into the ocean.
She wondered if it would feel
fast or slow, be over in a second
or take minutes and if she’d get
to see her whole life in images
like people said, because it’d
be worth it for that. She thought
that if she rolled her window
down now she could unbuckle
herself mid-fall and jump out,
and the last feeling she ever felt
could be the harsh slap of the
ocean against her skin before
nothingness.
She pressed into her leg again

and thought how nice it would
be to fly, and that maybe she
should call Hamlet in the
morning.
§
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CULT OF SHADOWS

N

by JAIME MATHIS

o one ever called it a cult. It was too big for that.
adult readers about a girl living
There were hospitals, schools, and industries covered in Hood River during pioneer
in its name and this imparted a self-reflecting credibility.
times, a cult version of Laura
Occasionally, the word was
uttered when a disenfranchised
member would retreat into the
wilderness, start recruiting people to their Extra-Right doctrine,
and end in a fiery heap of bodies, but those were negligible.
They were always explained
to critics and children as being
misguided and not representative of the whole. The line in
the sand was then re-drawn.
Cults had to fight for their existence and live on compounds.
The majority of us lived comfortably in single family set-ups
and were just plain Right. We
gorged on Truth every Saturday, both from the Bible and
our prophetess, Ellen G. White.
Cults expected extreme shows
of loyalty to the cause to the
exclusion of all else. Our Great
Right of Passage was to be a
student missionary in a distant
land, preferably one where you
could easily lose your life or get
featured in Mission Spotlight, an
internally produced propaganda
reel that showed in congregations around the world. Becoming an artist or performer was
one step away from joining the
malevolent forces that prowled

in a circle around us, waiting
for someone to stick a toe of
song-writing or acting over the
line so they could drag them
off into a life of decadence and
damnation.
Terry Harper appeared at
church when I was about ten.
I was in the middle of chemo
Download the iBook in iTunes
or visit www.theflexiblepersona.
com to listen to “Cult of
Shadows” read
by
Jaime Mathis.

then. His hair was a lion mane
around his shoulders, fluffed on
top in a respectable mullet. He
had a full moustache and wore
sweaters with black cuffs and
collar which featured graphic
patterns that were a maze of
lightning flashes and Morse
code. Terry spoke softly and
would often stroke the corners
of his moustache in a conversation. Several years back, Terry
had illustrated a series of young

Ingalls Wilder. It had been wildly
successful on the True Church
circuit, and I had a complete
dog-eared set— worn from
many Sabbath afternoon reading sessions.
I imagined what it would be like
to write a best-selling book that
every member of the church
would read. Would I tour campmeetings around the world and
sign books at the Saturday
night book sale at the ABC? I
might even be asked to speak
at the General Conference. All
the lights and attention spun
me into a cloud of intoxicating
success. Blinded by the glory of
celebrity and salvation, I would
eventually hoist myself back
over the keel to reality. I had
nothing to compete with pioneer
girls who lived on apple cider
and prayer.
This was during my second
round of chemotherapy. The
first hadn’t killed off all the cancer and the last assault before
a bone marrow transplant had
just commenced. The entire
cult rallied around the world
in prayer, and I was anointed
with olive oil in a circle of elders

who entreated the Almighty on
my behalf. I listened hard while
they intoned Jehovah’s might,
opening myself to feel a healing
current ripple through my body.
I pictured white light streaming
down from heaven and burning
through my body like winter
fire pushing back the edge of
darkness.
My back became stiff from
anticipation. I began to open
my eyes and peek at the faces
endlessly repeating, “If it is THY
will,” “Holy Spirit come,”, and “In
Jesus’ Precious and Powerful
Name.” There was a rhythm to
their words, as though they all
heard the same cadence and
syncopated their pleas accordingly. Their pitch was monotone,
sliding up a step when invoking
Jesus, Oh Lord, or the Holy
Spirit. I could almost weave a
melody around their devotion,
but I didn’t see any fire and I felt
no rushing wind.
When I didn’t die and went into
remission instead, countless
members approached me and
proclaimed that God had saved
me for A Reason, though no one
presumed to inform me what
the Divine Plan was. The Seal
of Ownership had been placed
on my forehead and hands, I
was earmarked for Greatness In
God’s Service and potluck was
waiting.
We did not associate with
humans outside the faith unless we were on a Mission.
Since missions only happened
in languages we did not yet
speak, our social network was

the church. In the hospital I met
sick children of The World. They
listened to rock music, wore
makeup, and wished for things
like meeting movie stars and
eating hot dogs every day for
a month. I feared them. I also
watched them closely. They
raged like demons and laughed
as though Disneyland was free
for life.

many faltering. My feet danced
to the cadence of moving liquid,
tucked under the long dresses
we wore to church and the surface remained smooth.

I never cried in front of anyone
when I had cancer. Never when
my mother was awake and never around Adventists. The forest
or the middle of the night when
the ward was sleeping were
times for that, but quietly, and
not more than a minute. It was
either face pressed into a tree
or the ground for loud crying,
face to the sky for silent tears.
The hospital was a slow gasp
that I measured out in long,
controlled breaths that tapered
off at the end. Occasionally,
control surrendered to a staccato inhalation and my mother
or another patient would stir. I
quickly lowered the shutters and
crawled back into bed.

Terry and I never had a conversation alone. I wouldn’t have
known what to say. There was
sadness in his face that sat
primly at the edge of his eyes
and gave his laugh a minor key.
Just looking at him revealed my
inner landscape, and I worried
about being found out. He was
an easy target with his sweaters and ephemeral gestures,
an anomaly that no one could
define but everyone wanted a
crack at. I teased him about his
long hair with the other children,
asking if he was a girl or wanted
to be one. Terry never took the
bait; he became still and gazed
at me—two lone wolves, looking
for protection, hiding in someone else’s salvation. I was cannibalizing myself but I couldn’t
stop; it was too dangerous. I
was a bald-headed walking
miracle with a big mouth and no
real gratitude to show for it.

There was a stream that flowed
through the canyon on our
property, and it curved around
a great Cedar tree that sat on a
bluff above the water. An oldgrowth Cedar stump stood next
to the living tree and kept silent.
I would sit atop it or stay down
and place a hand on its decaying bark and listen to water fall.
Hours passed under hypnosis;
I hardly moved until the sun
began to fall. I was a soldier
in the army of Truth; God was
saving me, and there were so

I don’t recall exactly when Terry
stopped showing up at church,
but he wasn’t there for life, I can
tell you that. No one mentioned
the absence. I overheard my
parents and their friends talking
about him years later during a
Bible Study. Terry was homosexual and had struggled with
it for years. He was a man with
a loaded gun being forced to
play Russian roulette until he’d
clicked through every chamber. Convinced that Adventism
was the Right Way and with

his proclivities in the open, he
wouldn’t get work as a religious artist, and he’d never find
true love without signing away
eternal life. I have no idea what
became of him, but I knew Terry
had been screwed just by being
born.
My parents gave me a journal
for my 9th birthday. It had a lock
on it that I hid the key to. The
lock was impossible to pry apart
or pick, and I never left it lying
about in the open. I saved it in
a box with the words CANCER
STUFF written in black Sharpie.
When I opened it years later,
a stranger sidled up and embraced me. Every entry began
the same way: “Dear Diary, Today was (fill in blank with words
like ‘ok,’ ‘Sabbath,’ ‘great,’
‘pretty good.’)” The only way to
tell I experienced emotion was
in the lack of it next to sentences like “The doctor said it was
either pneumonia or my cancer
back, so my mom had a nervous breakdown. Then we went
home.” I could not physically
breathe, but I could write empirical truth with the detachment of
a pre-adolescent sociopath.
I sang every chance I got and
wrote under the covers at night,
hunting a voice that harmonized
instead of clashed. Another
special music would end, “What
a gift you have’s” be offered,
and I’d scurry back to my facts.
To chronicle was to control the
uncontrollable and convert the
incontrovertible into something
I created, bland though it was.
No one could come after me
for stepping beyond the snake

rope, even if it was starting to
look like a hoax.
If Adventism was Survivor,
cancer gave me a pocketful
of immunity, but I wasn’t born
wanting to use it. I memorized
the memory verses and spit
them out on 13th Sabbath like
an angelic machine gun. I had
the Bible down forwards, backwards and at speed. In Bible duels, I was the undisputed champion. Bibles at the ready, finger
fanning over the pages’ surface,
text called out, and bam! Another win for Jesus. The future
looked bright on the straight and
narrow, but after cancer, I had
an itchy trigger finger. The law
was unbending and I had ridden
uncertainty through every buck
and spin across an endless
range.

out of my chest; it wanted a
mouthful of that bloody, raw life
just beyond sundown and Bible
study.
By the time my second round
of chemo was over I was ready
to commit to a savior from the
demons of desire. Wanting was
agony. I was hanging between
hope and the weekly ride to
church. Melodic streams and
the ever watchful Eye of God.
It was thumb-screws that grew
tighter every time I blinked. The
undertow was getting deadlier
by the day, and I was counting
on ritualistic strokes to pull me
free.

I applied myself to finding solace in routine. Every Sabbath,
a parental sermon on the topic
of setting a good example and
being a family of standing in the
Billy the Kid died young, and I
community was delivered on
figured I would too— so a slim
the ride to church. Breaks were
window of living lay before me.
taken for the parents to sling
If things went well, 30 would be condemnation at each other
my final birthday. Death settled
over the state of the kitchen or
into me like a diamond embedwho made us late. Every Sabded in coal. Questions rained
bath after the age of 11, I arhot and hard from my mouth as rived pressed and scrubbed to
I sensed a renegade truth lurkSabbath School with a stomach
ing within me. Death is its own
full of acid. Why did God give a
miracle.
crap if we were late or not? Why
did God care if we rode bicyIt made the sunset drain
cles? Why was it important not
straight into my eyes as I squint- to swim on the Sabbath? Why
ed at the plummeting pinks and should we not be allowed to
molten globe suiciding down the wear shorts? Why couldn’t we
sky. It cast an electric web of
dance?
twinkling cities at my feet when
I sat alone at midnight in DoerCarol Pagar was a stout woman
nbecher’s Children’s Hospital,
with a 1970’s fashion sensibilsalt surfing down my cheeks
ity that never updated and a
from the panoramic hope winkbeehive hairstyle that certainly
ing below. My heart was beating originated in the same decade.

She had tinted glasses and
drooping jowls and a very low
tolerance for deviant behavior.
Adults volunteered to teach
the children each week. I knew
she had to believe something.
I became her clumsy suitor sitting in the front row of Juniors,
hurling questions at her with
all the passion I could muster.
Her voice raised an octave with
each answer. She tried dodging
my advances by reading louder
from the pre-packaged lessons.
I was relentless and she, unbending. Ultimately it was time
that released us from our hopeless relationship.
I didn’t dare deface myself or
any concrete object in a show
of despair. The worst outburst
I managed was to stick a piece
of chewed up gum between the
pages of a hymnal. I chose the
most popular hymn, The Old
Rugged Cross, and wadded the
gum thick and placed it about
an inch in from the side so it
would rip when someone tried
to pry it apart. Emotion was ratcheted to the ground and buried
in a dank corner of my heart.
Christ and the Creative Arts
was a class accessible by audition only. I was 17, and it had
been a six-year wander through
a desert of adolescence and
Adventism without an identity. It
was impossible to be a tangible
presence in the world when it
was safest to remain a shadow.
This class, however, demanded
a concrete item. A story based
on any picture hanging in the
room. To be written spontaneously in fifteen minutes. The

teacher’s only instruction was
to “Be as creative as you can.
Nothing is too much.”

the sky.

My pen lay paralyzed in my
hand; the thought of its progeny
being openly judged and decided upon bounced sweat against
my lips and held me over a drop
deeper than hell. Around me,
students pressed lead against
paper and paused to reflect on
the pictures. Mine was a forest,
darkened with silhouettes that
were neither plant nor obviously
human. Deep purples, blues
and greens saturated the canvas except for one point of yellow on the upper left side. You’d
have to push through a lot of
shadow to get there, and I was
at the farthest point from it.

The cloud would expand, revealing Christ and his host of
angels, seated on a flaming
base.

The clock tripped forward landing at seven minutes to the
end. My paper was pristine.
Beckoning.
The greatest experience I was
taught to hope for as an Adventist was a True Conversion.
A moment that blazed so clear
and full of truth that you had to
accept salvation. You’d never be
in serious doubt again with an
encounter like that, and the zeal
for God would naturally permeate every cell of your being.
It was as close to the Second
Coming as you could get without Christ actually showing up
with the heavenly host.
Doctrine was very specific on
what to expect from the Coming
of Christ. A small black cloud
in the East, half the size of a
man’s hand, would appear in

My pen drew a straight line.

The next letter came faster.
Every righteous person would
recognize this and watch in solemn anticipation.
Then there were two
paragraphs.
The dead would rise and unite
with the living in a shout of
victory.
My hand trembled as I stabbed
the last period down.
Then they would rise in the
clouds to join Christ and go with
him to Heaven for a thousand
years.
The words crackled on the page
and tried to return to my chest.
After the thousand years, the
New Jerusalem would return
to earth with the righteous and
regain its place on the Mount
of Olives where the saved and
Christ would live eternally.
I recognized them as my children. They were mine and I
was theirs, and we stared at
each other until the clock ran
dry and bells rang out salvation.
§
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communication with her 16 year
old was perhaps too much to
expect. She should be grateful
the girl even made eye contact
with her once a day.

LOST SLEEP

by BATYA SHEVACH
Petach Tikvah – Central Israel
Rachel lay awake in bed wondering who would come home
first. Though her four oldest
offspring were married and
settled, her three youngest were
all teenagers, and so she still
couldn’t sleep any better than
when she had four in elementary school and three under the
age of five. It wasn’t that she
was seriously worried something bad would happen to
any of them. But still, disaster
seemed to strike most often at
night – and she was not prepared to join the ranks of Israeli parents harshly woken by
pre-dawn knocks on the door,
only to hear the worst possible
news that could never wait till
morning.
So Rachel read the newest
Jodie Picoult novel until she
heard her 13 year old slam the
front door shut and then sing
his favorite rap song while urinating with the bathroom door
left open. She glanced at her
watch. 10:27. Not bad. Three
minutes shy of his curfew. What

he found so enthralling about
sitting in the park with friends
when it was cold enough to see
your breath she couldn’t imagine. But actually, she could. She
had been there, done that too.
Though in tenth grade, perhaps,
not eighth.
Rachel got up to brush her
teeth, and then went into the
living room to fold some of the
perpetual flow of clean laundry
that was relegated to the couch
after she transferred wet loads
from the washing machine to
clothes lines, and then dry to a
basket. The amount of clothing
that passed through her hands
every day was astonishing and
seemed to be on the rise. On
numerous occasions in the last
few months she had burst into
one of her children’s rooms
without knocking, shaken a suspiciously familiar looking shirt
or pair of jeans in the air, and
demanded to know, “Did you
even wear this before chucking
it into the hamper for the third
time this week?!?”
But she was thankful for

something mindless to do as
she fought off her fatigue. There
was no point getting back in
bed again until her youngest
daughter made an appearance,
because she was the child who
invariably missed the last bus,
or lost her cell phone, or forgot
her key. She was also the one
who could be counted on to
call home to say she was delayed, that she was sleeping at
a friend’s house after all, or that
her mother should leave the
door unlocked – she’d be there
in half an hour. She promised! If
only those phone calls didn’t always come exactly five minutes
after Rachel had finally dozed
off. This time she would stay
awake. Disturbed sleep was so
much more annoying than insufficient sleep ...
At 11:15 her daughter waltzed
in, giggling with a friend on her
cell phone. Without removing
her earphones, she smiled at
her mother and gave her a conciliatory peck on the cheek, and
then disappeared into her room
and quickly shut the door behind her. Rachel sighed. Verbal

Two down, one to go. Rachel knew her 18-year-old
son wouldn’t be home before
midnight, and she was far too
tired to pass the time by baking
cookies or watering plants at
such a late hour. She decided
to surrender herself to her bed’s
magnetic draw, and in the morning she would check to see that
her son was safely beneath his

Download the iBook
in iTunes or visit www.
theflexiblepersona.com to
listen to “Lost Sleep” read by
Alexander B. Hogan.

blankets – destined to remain
immobile at least until noon,
thereby granting her several
hours of worry-free maternal
peace. The minute Rachel laid
her head on her pillow and
curled up on her side, she fell
into a deep, dreamless sleep.
The hum of the apartment’s
central heating woke Rachel up
with a jolt. She squinted at her
bedside clock and saw it read
3:30 AM. Her 18 year old had
evidentially returned and wanted to take the edge off the chill
in the bedroom he shared with
his younger brother. Heaven
forbid he should try to maintain
perfect silence while preparing

for bed two hours before the
rest of the family was due to
start waking up. He then flicked
on the hall light – finding pajamas in the dark was a skill he
didn’t yet possess – and while
he avoided waking his brother,
the glare was strong enough to
startle his mother into an immutable state of cognizance.
Rachel was so irritated by her
son’s lack of consideration that
she wasn’t able to fall back
asleep, and then scowled at
her husband, who was such a
deep sleeper that even his own
raucous snoring didn’t arouse
him. Rachel lay in bed for another 10 minutes listening to
what she could only compare
to a sawmill, and finally got up
in frustration and wandered
back into the living room. After
turning off the glaring hall light,
and the heat, Rachel searched
for a corner of the couch still
free of laundry. As she lowered
her body onto the well worn
cushions, she grabbed her cell
phone off the table. With a level
of dexterity that was impressive
for someone from her generation, she slid her thumb across
the screen until she opened
the Whatsapp application and
began to type.

telltale “gling.” Someone was
responding.
The sender was her second to
oldest son, Eli, a platoon commander in the IDF. She worried
about him too, but not as much
as the others. For despite the
inherent danger in his profession, she always knew more or
less what those dangers were,
and so didn’t fall victim to her
rich imagination every time he
didn’t answer his phone.
“Why can’t you sleep?” Eli
texted.
“All my night owls have been
arriving home one after another,
and only now the house is quiet.
But now my adrenaline thinks
it’s morning. So here I am. Nice
to talk to you!” Rachel attached
a smiley face with a kiss to her
message.
Before Eli could answer, Rachel typed again. “And what are
YOU doing up at this hour?”
But of course, Eli ignored her
question. “Good night, Ima.
Have a good sleep.”

She pressed send and waited.
Was anyone else in the family
group online?

“Good night to you too, my
sweet one.” Rachel pressed
“send” and then turned off her
phone and put it back on the
table. Crossing her arms behind
her head, she leaned back and
closed her eyes, bringing her
soldier son’s image to mind and
praying silently for him to stay
safe.

Suddenly she heard the

Rachel knew, of course, that
Eli couldn’t tell her why he was

“I can’t sleep. Every little noise
wakes me up. That’s because
I’m a mother. What can I do?”

awake just then. It was lucky
he even found the time to respond to her post. Ever since
he had been drafted into the
IDF ten years earlier, he had
shared stories of his training,
the guard duty and missions,
the special courses, and then
more missions. But nothing too
frightening for a mother’s tender
heart to bear, and never any
details that might jeopardize
the security of even a single
Israeli soldier. She knew he did
things he would never describe
for her, and that she would in
fact rather not ever know about.
She read the papers. She had
done research on his unit on
the internet. She had mixed
feelings of fear and pride that
he was involved in coordinated
raids to apprehend terrorists,
and her only real gripe was
that his name and photo never appeared in the media. He
could never receive credit for
the work he did. For his own
protection, he wasn’t even
permitted to have a Facebook
page where he could brag of his
accomplishments.
Rachel began to feel drowsy
again, and began to make her
way back to bed. As she fell
asleep for the second time that
night, she wondered for a split
second if Eli – who as a child
had always stubbornly balked
at wearing his coat in the winter
– was dressed warmly enough
that frigid winter night.
Eli, too, turned his phone off,
and put it in the glove compartment of the armored jeep. He
whispered to his driver, “Don’t

even think about playing with
that while I’m gone,” and winked
in an uncharacteristic show of
levity. Then, accompanied by
his signaler, he got out of the
vehicle and walked over to the
group of soldiers waiting for
their orders. Just 800 meters
away, dozens of youths were
hurling rocks and Molatov cocktails at the checkpoint on the
road leading to their village, and
not even the whipping February
wind could drown out the sound
of their frenzied shouts.

BATYA SHEVACH

Silat al-Harithiya Village, Jenin
Governorate – Northern West
Bank
Maryam lay awake in bed
wondering who would come
home first. Though her four
oldest offspring were married
and settled, her three youngest were all teenagers, and
so she still couldn’t sleep any
better than when she had four
in elementary school and three
under the age of five. It wasn’t
that she was seriously worried
something bad would happen
to any of them. But still, disaster
seemed to strike most often at
night – and she was not prepared to join the ranks of Palestinian parents harshly woken by
pre-dawn knocks on the door,
only to hear the worst possible
news that could never wait till
morning.
§
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atya Shevach is a freelance writer liv-

ing in Israel. When she isn’t writing, she

gets inspiration for more stories from her

nine children and growing number of grandchildren. So many words, so little time ...
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